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Introducing the World’s First Scanner  
in a Multi-Needle Machine!

Overview
Owners of both the PR1000 and PR1000e machines will 

delight in the new and advanced features of the PR1000 

Upgrade Kit — Amazing features such as Image  

Scanning, Color ShufflingTM and On-Screen Auto Density 

Adjustment. All these features could turn your machine 

into one of the most advanced on the market.

Being able to see the bigger picture of your fabric and work area makes your 

options for creative design greater than ever before! You no longer have to 

imagine how your design will look and choose a needle drop area – now you 

can actually preview it on screen!

Use the InnovEye® Technology to scan the embroidery field 

and see the bigger picture of your creation on the LCD 

display, so you can be certain that you’re putting a design 

exactly where you want it in relation to your entire hooped 

area. Perfect for positioning designs on pre-made garments 

and for delivering precise placement on projects such as 

quilt blocks.
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Be Your Own Colorist with the New,  
Exclusive Color Shuffling™ Function–
Only from Brother!  

Enhanced On-Screen  
Auto Density Adjustment  
of Original Design 

When you resize a design...

Your stitch count is automatically adjusted.

Expand your creative library  
with new embroidery designs  
and fonts!

Change your design color palette with the touch of a  

button. You’ll be amazed at the virtually infinite possibilities 

of thread color choices for every design.

Just select a design, touch the Color ShufflingTM icon and 

select one of four different color scheme choices – random, 

vivid, gradient or soft. Zoom in on each one for a close-up 

peek or turn the page to see even more options. Don’t see 

the look you had in mind? Just shuffle again for a whole 

new set of colors. 

Take it a step further and scan your fabric in the hoop and 

see your new color combination on fabric – without taking 

a stitch. Don’t like it? Don’t stitch it. Let the machine give 

you more options until you find the perfect rainbow for you.

When you take a small design and make it larger, watch 

in amazement as the stitches multiply right before your 

eyes with the stitch-to-block feature. Design stitch count 

is automatically recalculated to 100% so your resized 

design will look just like the original. 

You also have the freedom to adjust the density of  

designs with a simple slide bar. Swing to the right  

to increase the density and to the left to decrease – as 

easy as adjusting a dimmer switch.  

10 new embroidery designs 

2 new embroidery fonts
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